Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

This study guide contains 90 questions. The actual final will only contain 80 questions. The questions within each section and the actual choices will be in a different order on the final.

Chapter 1: Introducing Windows Server 2008

1. The main purpose of Active Directory is to ____.
   a. Give administrators the ability to control access to restricted hardware
   b. Provide authentication and authorization to users and computers
   c. Provide File and Print services
   d. Allow users to organize their file systems into a cohesive and high performance directory structure

2. Which of the following Windows Server 2008 editions supports the hot-add processor feature?
   a. Enterprise Edition
   b. Datacenter Edition
   c. Windows Web Server 2008
   d. Standard Edition

3. A DNS Server is used to ____.
   a. Assign IP addresses to client machines
   b. Resolve names of Internet computers and domain computers to their assigned IP addresses
   c. Consolidates user accounts
   d. Resolve NetBios names to IP addresses

4. When examining the Workgroup Model, a Windows Server 2008 server that participates in a workgroup is referred to as a ____.
   a. stand-alone member server
   b. stand-alone server
   c. member server
   d. domain controller

5. A network interface is composed of two parts:
   a. Device driver software and network interface
   b. Network interface and client software
   c. Network interface and network medium
   d. Device driver software and network medium

6. This server role provides automatic IP address assignment and configuration for client computers.
   a. Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
   b. Dynamic Name Resolution (DNS)
   c. Network Address Translation (NAT)
   d. Dynamic Network Address Translation (DNAT)

7. This role service enables users and administrators to control a Windows desktop remotely or run applications hosted on a Windows server remotely.
   a. UDDI Services
   b. Application Server
   c. Terminal Services
   d. IIS
Chapter 2: Installing Windows Server 2008

8. Windows Server 2008 is activated automatically after several days. However, if it can’t be activated, how many days do you have to activate Windows Server 2008 before you can no longer log on?
   a. 30 days
   b. 45 days
   c. 60 days
   d. 90 days

9. Which command below can be used to add your Server Core system as a domain member?
   a. netsh
   b. dcpromo
   c. netdom
   d. domjoin

10. Which networking protocol is installed by default in Windows Server 2008?
    a. IPX/SPX
    b. TCP/IPv5
    c. Appletalk
    d. TCP/IPv4

11. You are constructing a server for a small office complex that will run for approximately 12 hours every day. Because of a limited budget, you have decided to use a disk subsystem that is inexpensive and offers excellent performance. Pick the technology that best fits this description below.
    a. SAS
    b. SCSI
    c. SATA
    d. PATA

12. Your intern would like to know which of the following situations would be ideal for a Server Core installation:
    a. You want to install an RODC in a branch office
    b. You’re upgrading from Windows Server 2003
    c. You’re installing the first server in a network
    d. You want to run Windows Web Server 2008

13. What can be done to solve the issue of server sprawl?
    a. Consolidate the servers with virtualization
    b. Add new servers
    c. Reducing server uptime
    d. Install potentially conflicting applications on separate servers

14. Pick the service below that is required by Active Directory:
    a. WINS
    b. NetBIOS
    c. DHCP
    d. DNS
Chapter 3: Introducing Active Directory

15. GPOs can be linked to all of the following except ____.
   a. sites
   b. groups
   c. OUs
   d. domains

16. In what order are GPOs applied?
   a. OU, domain, site, local computer
   b. Site, OU, domain, local computer
   c. Local computer, domain, OU, site
   d. Local computer, site, domain, OU

17. Which of the terms below fits the following description?
   The core structural unit of Active Directory; contains OUs and represents administrative, security, and policy boundaries
   a. domain
   b. schema
   c. forest
   d. object

18. Domain controller computer accounts are placed in what container by default?
   a. Special Computers OU
   b. Computers folder
   c. Domain Controllers OU
   d. Built-in folder

19. A ____ specifies the actions a user can perform on a Windows network.
   a. Schema
   b. Right
   c. Object
   d. Permission

20. What boot mode is used to perform restore operations on Active Directory if it becomes corrupted or parts of it are deleted accidentally?
   a. System Restore mode
   b. Safe mode
   c. Safe mode with Command Prompt
   d. Directory Services Restore Mode

21. Which of the following is not a part of Active Directory’s four organizing components?
   a. Organizational Units (OUs)
   b. Domains
   c. Trees
   d. Users
Chapter 4: Active Directory Design and Security Concepts

22. Which of the following statements about operations master roles is correct?
   a. The RID Master is responsible for providing backward compatibility with NT domain controllers
   b. There is only one domain naming master per forest, which must be available whenever domains are added, deleted, or renamed.
   c. There can be multiple schema masters per domain
   d. By default, the Infrastructure master is chosen randomly per domain

23. Match a term below to the following description
   The process for replicating Active Directory objects in which changes to the database can occur on any domain controller and are propagated, or replicated, to all other domain controllers.
   a. Multimaster replication
   b. Intradesite replication
   c. Database replication
   d. Intersite replication

24. The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol is based on which of the following technologies?
   a. X.405
   b. X.900
   c. X.500
   d. X.509

25. To verify who has been delegated control of an OU, you must ___.
   a. view the OU’s permissions
   b. be the owner of the OU
   c. be on the original domain controller where permission was delegated
   d. use the dsview /delegated command

26. A process called ___ runs on every domain controller to determine the replication topology which defines the domain controller path that Active Directory changes flow through.
   a. Knowledge Consistency Checker (KCC)
   b. Replication
   c. trust relationship
   d. AD Route

27. A ___ is configured manually between domains to bypass the normal referral process.
   a. Shortcut trust
   b. Forest trust
   c. transitive trust
   d. one-way trust

28. A(n) ___ is a one-way or two-way nontransitive trust between two domains that aren’t in the same forest
   a. Shortcut trust
   b. External trust
   c. Outsite trust
   d. Forest Trust
**Chapter 5: Account Management**

29. In order to ensure no one uses public computer terminals after 5 pm, you’ve set the log on hours for the guest user accounts to deny log on after 5. However, you’ve noticed that users are still using the terminals after 5 pm, while other users are denied the ability to log in.

Why are some users denied to log on, while other users are still using the terminals?
- Logon hours can only be set on stand-alone computers
- The machines the other users are on have pending update installs that are preventing the log off sequence from taking place
- The users were logged on prior to 5pm
- You highlighted 8 am to 5 pm, but selected “Logon denied”

30. Employees in your office have recently been changing desktop wallpapers against company policy. You want to be able to lock down this ability, while preventing other profile changes as well. What is your best option?
- You could add the offending users to the “User is unable to modify profile settings” group policy
- Set up a mandatory profile
- Disable access to control panel
- Set up a virtual environment on each computer so that users can change whatever they want, without affecting the host

31. Select below a character that can be used in a user account name:
- ?
- !
- @
- :

32. By default, a user’s profile is created...
- When the user is created
- After the user first logs off
- After the user creates his profile folder
- When the user first logs on

33. How do you change a profile into a mandatory profile?
- Rename Ntuser.dat to Ntuser.man
- Rename Ntuser.dat to Ntuser.manual
- Delete the AppData folder inside the profile
- Delete Ntuser.dat from the profile

34. Which statement is false?
- Domain local groups can be members of local groups on domain member computers
- Domain local groups can have universal groups from any domain in the forest as members
- Global groups can be members of any global group in the forest
- Universal groups can have universal groups from any domain in the forest as members

35. What is Microsoft’s best practices recommendation for the structure of group scope nesting?
- ADLGP
- ADLPG
- AGPDL
- AGDLP
Chapter 6: Windows File and Print Services

36. Which of the following is not one of the filesystems Windows supports?
   a. ZFS
   b. NTFS
   c. FAT32
   d. FAT

37. What is the primary function of shadow copies?
   a. Avoid distracting the user by normal system level file transfer activities
   b. To maintain copies of files for security auditing
   c. Prevent the accidental loss of data
   d. To serve as the primary means of backing up data

38. If a file with the compression attribute set is copied to a new location, what happens?
   a. The file inherits the compression attribute settings from its parent container
   b. The file retains its compression attribute
   c. The file loses the compression attribute
   d. The file can’t be copied to a new location without being decompressed first

39. If a file with the encryption attribute set is copied or moved within an NTFS volume, what happens?
   a. The file inherits the encryption attribute settings from its parent container
   b. The file retains its encryption attribute, regardless of the parent container’s settings
   c. The encrypted file loses its encryption attribute
   d. Nothing; the file must be decrypted before it can be moved or copied

40. What must a user have in order to be added to an encrypted file’s access list?
   a. EFS extended permissions
   b. Full Control permissions to the file
   c. Valid EFS Certificate
   d. Special NTFS permissions

41. How would you access serverXX’s administrative share for the C Drive?
   a. \serverXX\$C
   b. \serverXX\C$
   c. Impossible; drives can’t be shared
   d. \serverXX\C$

42. In a Windows environment, the physical printer containing paper and ink or toner to which print jobs are sent is called...
   a. a print device
   b. a printer
   c. print queue
   d. a print server
Chapter 7: Configuring Group Policy

43. If you make changes to an existing GPO that’s already linked in Active Directory, how fast do the policy settings take effect?
   a. 50 seconds
   b. 1 hour
   c. As soon as the client downloads them
   d. 30 minutes

44. What protocol provides automatic IP address configuration?
   a. DHCP
   b. TCP
   c. ARP
   d. DNS

45. What would you use to prevent GPOs linked to parent containers from affecting child containers?
   a. Loopback policy processing
   b. GPO filtering
   c. Enforcing inheritance
   d. Inheritance blocking

46. One of the answers below is not a valid scripting language supported by Scripts (Startup/Shutdown) subnode. Select the invalid answer.
   a. JScript
   b. VBScript
   c. batch files
   d. bash scripts

47. Under Password policies, what is the default maximum password age?
   a. 2 months
   b. 100 days
   c. 42 days
   d. 30 days

48. What is a major drawback to enabling the auditing of object access?
   a. decreased security
   b. not ideal for highly secure environments
   c. involves considerable overhead
   d. too much information is logged

49. What subnode under Security Settings applies to wireless network policies?
   a. Network Access Protection
   b. Wireless Network (IEEE 802.3) Policies
   c. IP Security Policies on Active Directory
   d. Wireless Network (IEEE 802.11) Policies
Chapter 8: Introduction to Windows Networking

50. Which of the terms below best fits the following description?

A GPO component that’s an Active Directory object stored in the System\Policies folder. It stores GPO properties and status information but no actual policy settings.

a. Group Policy Template (GPT)
b. Starter GPO
c. Domain GPO
d. Group Policy Container (GPC)

51. One of the below IP address / subnet mask pairs is invalid; find the invalid answer.

a. 192.168.2.190 / 255.255.255.128
b. 10.0.239.254 / 255.0.255.0
c. 172.31.1.200 / 255.255.0.0
d. 10.200.139.1 / 255.255.255.248

52. What IP address class does the address 128.0.31.50 belong to?

a. B
b. A
c. C
d. Loopback

53. Why is the address 172.31.255.255 with a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0 invalid as a host ID?

a. The host ID bits are all binary 1’s, making the address a broadcast address and therefore invalid as a host ID.
b. Because the 172.x.x.x range is reserved for loopback purposes
c. Because the network ID has a 255 in it, making this an invalid network ID
d. Because the subnet is incorrect for the IP address class

54. What subnet mask would correspond to a CIDR notation of /24?

a. 255.255.255.255
b. 255.255.0.0
c. 255.255.255.0
d. 255.0.0.0

55. Which of the below protocols is a lightweight protocol that is used when the reliability of TCP is unnecessary?

a. TCP
b. DHCP
c. UDP
d. DNS

56. Computers assigned different network IDs can communicate only by sending network packets to a...

a. router
b. dhcp server
c. switch
d. dns server
Chapter 9: Configuring DNS for Active Directory

57. What type of information does a resource record of type A contain?
   a. Name Server
   b. Host
   c. State of Authority
   d. IPv6 host

58. What information does a resource record of type MX contain?
   a. host
   b. State of Authority
   c. Name server
   d. Address of an e-mail server

59. When might you use a forwarder?
   a. When querying for a computer name on the local network
   b. Only when a DNS server is unreachable
   c. When an internal DNS server receives queries to resolve domain names on the Internet
   d. When making use of a server that caches the results of DNS queries

60. Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) is a legacy name service used to resolve....
   a. MAC addresses to IP addresses
   b. NetBIOS names
   c. Domain names to IP addresses
   d. Bootp names

61. What does round robin do?
   a. Creates a load sharing / balancing mechanism for servers that have identical services, such as two servers that host the same website
   b. Causes network performance issues by continuously rotating the IP addresses associated with services
   c. Creates invalid DNS records by disabling DNS timestamp scavenging
   d. Allows an administrator to configure multiple routes that user must make “rounds” through in order to reach a service, improving security

62. Which of the commands below can be used to test DNS queries with the default DNS server or a specific DNS server on a Windows computer?
   a. ipconfig
   b. dnslint
   c. dnscmd
   d. nslookup

63. What ipconfig option will display the contents of the hosts file, as well as the local DNS cache?
   a. /showhosts
   b. /flushdns
   c. /all
   d. /displaydns
Chapter 10: Configuring and Maintaining the Active Directory Infrastructure

64. Which of the following statements is true regarding RODC replication?
   a. Two RODCs cannot replicate with one another under any circumstance
   b. The connection between an RODC and a writeable DC is a two-way connection because changes can originate on an RODC
   c. The domain directory partition can be replicated only to an RODC from a Windows Server 2008 DC.
   d. When upgrading a domain from Windows Server 2003, the first Windows Server 2008 DC can be an RODC

65. The SMTP protocol is used primarily for e-mail, but can also be used for...
   a. Synchronous communication
   b. Securing replication data as it moves between sites
   c. Intersite replication
   d. Intrasite replication

66. Which of the following answers is not a benefit that RPC over IP provides in contrast to SMTP when replicating between sites?
   a. Easier to set up
   b. synchronous communication
   c. Easier to manage
   d. asynchronous communication

67. Which MMC is used to transfer the RID master, PDC emulator master, and infrastructure master operations master roles?
   a. Active Directory Schema
   b. Active Directory FSMO Transfer
   c. Active Directory Users and Computers
   d. Active Directory Domains and Trusts

68. If you’re creating a shortcut trust between domains in different forests, this must exist first:
   a. Forest trust
   b. Another shortcut trust
   c. Realm trust
   d. External trust

69. What operations master role is needed when a domain or domain controller is added or removed from the forest?
   a. Domain naming master
   b. RID master
   c. Infrastructure master
   d. PDC emulator

70. Under what MMC would you create new connection objects?
   a. Active Directory Domains and Trusts
   b. Active Directory Network and Connection Objects
   c. Active Directory Sites and Services
   d. Active Directory Users and Computers
Chapter 11: Active Directory Certificate Services

71. Select the answer below that is not a service a public key infrastructure provides to a network:
   a. Secure tunneling
   b. Integrity
   c. Nonrepudiation
   d. Confidentiality

72. What component of a PKI is held by a person or system and is unknown to anyone else?
   a. Private key
   b. Public key
   c. Ciphertext
   d. Secret key

73. Which of the following answers is not an element contained in a certificate practice statement?
   a. Certificate lifetimes
   b. Configuration of Active Directory information
   c. Types of certificates used
   d. Identification of the CA

74. What snap-in under Server manager will provide a wizard-based backup utility that will allow you to backup the CA’s certificate and private key, as well as the certificates issued by the CA?
   a. Active Directory Certificate Backup and Restore
   b. Active Directory Certificate Services
   c. Active Directory Certificate Backup Utility
   d. Active Directory CA Backup and Restore

75. Windows Server 2008 supports three versions of certificate templates. What version or versions of templates can be issued only from Windows Server 2008 enterprise CAs and can only be used on Windows Server 2008 and Vista clients?
   a. Version 1
   b. Version 3
   c. Version 2
   d. All of the above

76. What answer below is the term used to describe a list of certificates revoked since the last base, or complete, CRL was published?
   a. Delta CRL
   b. Incremental CRL
   c. Certificate revocation list
   d. Partial CRL

77. When using HTTPS, after the web client finds that a CA is trusted and the signature on a certificate is verified, the web client sends additional parameters to the server that are encrypted with the server’s....
   a. Private key
   b. Secret key
   c. Ciphertext
   d. Public key
Chapter 12: Additional Active Directory Server Roles

78. Before you can install an RODC, you must address this prerequisite
   a. If the forest functional level is not set at Windows Server 2008, you must run the
deprono.exe /adprep command before installing the RODC
   b. The forest functional level must be at least Windows Server 2000
   c. RODC must be installed on a Windows Server Core installation
   d. A writeable Windows Server 2008 DC that the RODC can replicate with must be
      operating in the domain

79. Which of the following is true of AD LDS?
   a. Support for group policy
   b. Integration with AD CS
   c. No global catalog
   d. Support for Windows security principals

80. You are the administrator of the Example.com domain. Your company has just begun development of a
directory-enabled application. Because of the potentially volatile nature of an application in development, you
want to install a service that will enable you to isolate the application while simultaneously providing an
environment that mimics AD DS.

   What should you do?
   a. Install AD LDS
   b. Install AD DS
   c. Install AD FS
   d. Install AD CS

81. Which AD FS role service would you install in a perimeter network outside the corporate firewall to field
authentication requests from browser clients?
   a. Windows token-based agent
   b. Federation Service
   c. Claims-aware agent
   d. Federation Service Proxy

82. Which Windows OS below does not support Active Directory Federation Services?
   a. Windows Server 2008
   b. Windows Server 2003 R2 Datacenter
   c. Windows 2000 Server
   d. Windows Server 2003 R2 Enterprise

83. Which AD RMS administrator role exists for the purpose of viewing RMS-related logs and reports?
   a. AD RMS Auditor
   b. AD RMS Enterprise Administrator
   c. AD RMS Log Supervisor
   d. AD RMS Template Administrator

84. What role service would you install with Active Directory Rights Management Service in order to extend
document protection outside the corporate network to federated business partners?
   a. Identity Federation Support
   b. AD RMS Federated Services Support
   c. AD FS Extended Support
   d. RMS Special Federated Services
Chapter 13: Server management and Monitoring

85. In order to perform a nonauthoritative restore, you must restart the domain controller in what mode?
   a. Directory Services Recovery Mode
   b. Safe mode with command prompt
   c. Safe mode
   d. Directory Services Restore Mode

86. Which of the following is a GUI tool that enables you to view the replication topology graphically and monitor replication performance and status?
   a. repstat
   b. dcdiag
   c. replmon
   d. repadmin

87. In Active Directory, an object that has been deleted but not removed is referred to as being...
   a. hidden
   b. tombstoned
   c. trashed
   d. ghosted

88. What command can you type to perform a system state backup?
   a. wbadmin start sysstatebackup
   b. wbadmin start systemstatebackup
   c. wbadmin begin systemstatebackup
   d. wbadmin start statebackup

89. Which of the conditions below, when observed over the course of an hour, may signal a need for a processor upgrade?
   a. Processor never exceeds 10% utilization
   b. Processor utilization is consistently around 85-95%, never dropping below 70%
   c. Processor is consistently around 50% utilization, but does not spike above 75% more than twice per hour
   d. Processor use increases to 100% utilization for up to 10 seconds periodically, then levels off to below 20%

90. The Performance monitor, under the Monitoring Tools folder, uses these to track the performance of a variety of objects.
   a. counters
   b. daemons
   c. poll devices
   d. monitoring processes
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